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Compressed air

Compressed air is used as a power source for many food 
and beverage operations as it is a versatile, safe and 
flexible way to transmit energy. However, it is extremely 
costly to produce with as little as 8-10% of the energy 
supplied to the compressor being converted to usable 
energy at point of use.

Energy savings opportunities compressed air: 

The energy costs of operating a compressor over its lifetime far 
outweighs the initial capital expenditure. It is therefore important 
that every effort is made to reduce compressed air use and maximise 
system efficiency. Carbon Trust studies have shown that savings of 
30% or more are available from most compressed air system.
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Meet peak demand using a variable speed 
drive compressor (VSD)

Investigate bringing in compressor air 
from outside

Re-using waste heat

Fixed speed compressors are at their most efficient when running 
at full load. It is therefore more efficient to use a variable speed 
compressor to meet variable demand as they operate more efficiently 
at part load.

Cooler air is denser and reduces the load on the compressor. Providing 
cooler intake air from outside can produce substantial savings. 

Up to 90% of heat generated by a compressor can be used to heat 
water or air. Consider whether the heat generated can be reused to:

 Î Provide hot water

 Î Preheat boiler feed water

 Î Provide process heat for drying, etc.

In many cases it is possible to use electrical instead of pneumatic 
tools. Substituting electric tools for compressed air hand tools can 
reduce demand by between 10-20%.

The use of pneumatic cylinders in automatic processes for linear and 
turning movements has a ten times higher energy consumption level 
than electric or hydraulic drives.

Compressed air is often used inappropriately, e.g.  to clean down 
machinery. In many cases, using a vacuum cleaner or air blown from a 
fan is a far cheaper alternative.

Compressed air is often used to create vacuum for various lifting/
picking requirements when using a dedicated vacuum pump will use 
70% less power.

The use of a central controller will ensure the most appropriate mix of 
compressors are used to meet the required demand.  If a compressor 
is not being used then it will be automatically switched off. An idling 
compressor can still use up to 40% of its full load.

Is compressed air required?

Cut down on unnecessary compressed 
air usage

Use appropriate control

For every 4°C drop in the temperature of the intake air, 
efficiency improves by 1%. 
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Reduce system losses and leaks

Compressed air losses of 30%-40% are not uncommon in the food 
and drinks sector. 

Leak detection should be carried out as part of the weekly 
maintenance schedule.  

Listening for leaks during quieter moments is very effective. In noisy 
environments an ultra-sonic leak detector can be used.

Ensure no loss condensate valves are used rather than timed or 
manual types.

Fit solenoid valves to automatically isolate equipment from the ring 
main when switched off.  

Isolate pipe runs no longer in use.

Minimise generation pressure

Systematically review the distribution system to identify and remove 
any significant pressure drops. 

Distribution pipework should be of an adequate bore and laid out as a 
ring main.

The maximum pressure drop from air receiver to most end use should 
be <0.5 bar.

If one application requires a higher pressure then consider installing 
a smaller, local generator rather than increasing the pressure of the 
whole system.

Reducing the system pressure by 1 bar will decrease 
energy consumption by 8 %.  
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Don’t over treat

Treating compressed air is expensive and can add as much as 20% to 
generations costs. 

Only treat the air to the standard required.

Refrigerated dryers are the most efficient treatment method up to a 
dew point of 3°C. 

Desiccant dryers are typically used to achieve dew points down to 
Class 1 standard dew point (-70°C). 

Control of the regeneration cycle should be by dew point rather than 
timed with heat of compression used where the desired dew point 
allows.

Treatment cost increase 3% for every treatment class 
attained.
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Case study 1:

Duong Malt Company, Vietnam1  

 1http://iee-vietnam.com/en/document-cat/case-studies/

In 2011, Duong Malt company 
undertook an audit with 
support from UNIDO-trained 
national experts to identify the 
significant energy users and 
associated energy drivers as 
part of its efforts to obtain the 
ISO50001:2011 certification. 

Based on the data collected and 
analysed, some of the energy 
savings opportunities identified 
and implemented are:

• Upgrade of the compressed 
air system

• Insulation of steam 
distribution and condensate 
recovery systems

• Installation of a 
comprehensive metering 
system

The implementation of the 
energy savings opportunities 
identified yielded an average 
improvement of 7% on the 
power consumption in the 
first 8 months of 2012 when 
compared to the baseline year 
of 2011.

In addition, as the equipment 
in the plant is new and very 
well automated, a push from 
the management has led to 
the identification of additional 
opportunities for improvement, 
amounting to a further 7% 
improvement potential in the 
average power consumption.
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Checklist and tips for efficient operation of 
compressed air systems

This checklist summarises the key criteria and characteristics of energy efficient compressed air 
systems. If you are unable to indicate “YES” to all questions, it is likely that the efficiency of your 

system could be improved, saving you money and reducing your carbon emissions.
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Ref Best practice criteria Response Feedback

1
Do you control your 

compressors using a 
centralised sequence control?

[yes]/[no]
An electronic group control system is able to select the most suitable mix of compressors to meet demand. 

These will also ensure complete compressor shutdown when not required. The resulting improved control can 
provide savings of 15% or more with a payback of 1-2 years.

2
Do you meet peak demand 

using a variable speed drive 
(VSD)?

[yes]/[no]
Best practice is to have a fixed speed compressor meet the base load demand with a VSD compressor to match 
the peak demand. While typically 25% more expensive than a fixed speed compressor this additional cost will 

be more than paid back over the lifetime of the compressor. Typically integrating a VSD drive into a system will 
achieve project savings of 15% and a payback of 3-4 years.

3
Is the air being drawn by the 

compressors as cool and clean 
as possible?

[yes]/[no]

The temperature of air drawn by the compressors has a significant influence on the energy consumed. 
The cooler the air drawn, the more efficient the compression process so ducting cool air directly to the 

compressor is best practice.  Typically a 4°C rise in inlet air temperature results in a 1% increase in energy 
consumption. Ensure filter changes are included in the maintenance schedules. Obstructed air filters can 

increase energy use by 4%. Payback is < 1 year.

4
Can the waste exhaust heat 

from the compressor be 
recovered and usefully used?

[yes]/[no]

Compressed air requires cooling before entering the distribution system. This is achieved using either air 
or water. The resultant heat can be relatively easily recovered and used to provide space heating, hot water, 

preheating boiler water, process heat, etc.

Typically up to 80% of the electrical energy supplied to a compressor can be recovered as heat. Usefully utilising 
this heat to provide hot water for washing or drying, etc. will payback in < 1 year.

5 Has every effort been made to 
minimise the system pressure? [yes]/[no]

Minimising the air pressure required by the end-use devices can result in excellent energy savings. Reducing 
the pressure by 1 bar will decrease energy consumption by ~8%. Review the distribution system removing 
unnecessary filter, valves, etc. Ensure pipe work size is adequate and resolve pipe restrictions. Ensure the 

distribution system is a ring main and the air receiver correctly sized. These actions will payback in < 1 year.

6 If using desiccant dryers is the 
regeneration cycle timed? [yes]/[no]

Switching to dew point control offers much more precise control and can significantly reduce the number of 
tower change overs required to maintain high quality dry air. It is not uncommon for cycle times to extend by over 

50% giving a typical project saving 10% and payback of < 1 year for a retrofit controller. Depending on the dew 
point classification required consider installing a heat of compression dryer (HOC) with annual run costs 70% 

lower than other desiccant dryer systems.

7
Is the compressed air being 

treated to the minimal standard 
required?

[yes]/[no]
The treatment of compressed is energy intensive and air should only be treated to the minimum classified level 

required according to ISO 8573. Air treated to treatment Class 4 increases energy consumption by 3% while 
achieving Class 1 will increase it to 15-21%. Simply reducing the treatment level by one Class will save 3% with 

immediate payback.

Checklist and tips
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Ref Best practice criteria Response Feedback

8 Does your system use no loss 
condensate drain valves? [yes]/[no]

Compressed air systems produce large volumes of water that needs to be removed from the system. To prevent 
unnecessary and costly air loss from manual or timed valves fit electronic ‘no loss’ drain valves.  These will 

provide a 3% saving on annual compressed air costs and a typical project payback of 3 years.

9
Is there a formal program of 

weekly leak detection and 
repair?

[yes]/[no]
Compressed air losses of 30%-40% are not uncommon in the food and drinks sector. Leak detection should 

be formalised and carried out as part of the weekly maintenance schedule. Where compressed air is used for 
cleaning alternatives should be found. Production areas and processes should be isolated from the system when 

not in use and redundant areas disconnected. Savings of 20-30% from leak deduction is not uncommon.

10 Do you use compressed air to 
create a vacuum? [yes]/[no]

As up to 90% of the energy used to generate compressed air is typically lost as heat it is an expensive and 
inefficient process so should only be used if required. Compressed air is often used to create a vacuum for 

pick and place applications when a dedicated vacuum pump will generate the same volume of vacuum using 
70% less power and payback in < 2 years.

The use of pneumatic cylinder typically has 10 times higher energy consumption than either electric or 
hydraulic drives.

Checklist and tips
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The Carbon Trust is an independent company with a mission to accelerate the move to a sustainable, low-carbon 
economy. The Carbon Trust:

• advises businesses, governments and the public sector on opportunities in a sustainable, low-carbon world;

• measures and certifies the environmental footprint of organisations, products and services;

• helps develop and deploy low-carbon technologies and solutions, from energy efficiency to renewable power.

www.carbontrust.com

+44 (0) 20 7170 7000

Whilst reasonable steps have been taken to ensure that the information contained within this publication 
is correct, the authors, the Carbon Trust, its agents, contractors and sub-contractors give no warranty 
and make no representation as to its accuracy and accept no liability for any errors or omissions. Any 
trademarks, service marks or logos used in this publication, and copyright in it, are the property of the 
Carbon Trust. Nothing in this publication shall be construed as granting any licence or right to use or 
reproduce any of the trademarks, service marks, logos, copyright or any proprietary information in any 
way without the Carbon Trust’s prior written permission. The Carbon Trust enforces infringements of its 
intellectual property rights to the full extent permitted by law.

The Carbon Trust is a company limited by guarantee and registered in England and Wales under 
Company number 4190230 with its Registered Office at: 4th Floor, Dorset House, 27-45 Stamford Street, 
London SE1 9NT.
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